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Monday, July 11, 2022 

BOARD OF EQUALIZATION 
MEETING CALL TO ORDER (action item) 

Commissioners Jeff Hough, Terrel N. Tovey and Ernie Moser met for Board of Equalization hearings.  

8:28 AM Moser convened the meeting. Tovey moved to enter into the Board of Equalization. The 

motion passed unanimously. Among those present were Nancy Allen, Braeden Clayson and Anita 

Hymas. Appraisers presenting throughout the day were Lanita Benson and Celeste Gunn. 

The following hearings were conducted: 

  

8:28 AM Moser opened the hearing.  Allen swore in those testifying. Moser read the process and rules. 

 

Joseph & Jenny Smith - RPRPHLV002700 

8:30 AM Smith reviewed the assessment which is not considering repairs needed, such as the HVAC, 

the roof, drywall, a new deck and bathroom sinks. These repairs are estimated at $32,000. It has old 

cabinets, stained carpet, and trees need removed. Smith reviewed comparables with price per square 

feet. The average of the comparables is $111 per square foot. 

8:33 AM Benson reviewed comparable bracketing and using some of appellant’s comparables, they 

come up with a different square foot price. After removing paving, appellant is on the low end of the 

bracketed sales in the area.  

8:35 AM Appellant said those don’t account for upgrades to those homes. 

8:36 AM Hough questioned how appellant came up with his opinion $394,000. Hough reviewed online 

resources show values at $573,000 and $562,000. Appellant did not remove anything in his computing 

of price per square feet. Hough moved on parcel RPRPHLV002700 to uphold the assessed value. The 

motion passed. Appeal rights were reviewed. 

 

9:00 AM Moser opened the hearing.  Allen swore in those testifying. Moser read the process and rules. 

 

Matthew & Bridgette Wilson - RPRPPOC161100 

9:03 AM Wilson reviewed this is a multifamily property, with a rental on one part. The assessment 

could be accurate if it weren’t for property maintenance deferment for 30 years. At the time of buying 

the home, it was assessed $80,000 more than they bought it for. General trends of the market don’t tell 

you details of property. There is damage on the back house and no egress windows. 

9:06 AM Benson attempted to reach the owner to go through the home condition. It is found equitable, 

but the condition may not be taken into consideration. Pictures were submitted in the packet. The 

purchase price with a time adjustment would be a value of $280,000. 

9:08 AM Tovey moved on parcel RPRPPOC161100 to take the Assessor’s recommendation of 

$280,000 with reduction off improvements. The motion passed. Appeal rights were reviewed. 

 

Rusty & Kathleen Jackman - RPRPMCD001403 

9:09 AM Jackman reported he was told to bring his guitar the last time he was here. His value increased. 

Comparables were located by his wife.  

9:12 AM Benson questioned two concrete slabs, which appellant stated it is a parking area. Benson 

reported a correction of the neighborhood reduced the value to $463,010. The duplex details were 

reviewed.  

9:14 AM Appellant questioned a $200,000 increase. The units are rentals. Tovey ran income 

calculations. Appellant reported that an appraiser had called and brought the value down further than 

just reported to $419,850. They don’t want to jack up rent. Tovey had concerns on double the 

improvement value. The value was idle for three years. A 50% increase puts the improvements at 

$349,000 plus the land value. Hough moved on parcel RPRPMCD001403 to accept the Assessor’s 

recommendation of $419,850. The motion passed. Appeal rights were reviewed. 
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9:20 AM Appellants Hays and Casselman were late and appeared together as neighbors. Allen swore 

them in. Moser reviewed the process and rules. 

 

Phillip Hays - RPRRCV1000500 

9:22 AM Chantelle Hays appeared. She reviewed they were here last year and neighbors were not 

brought up to the same value. The land went up 51% and the total went up 52%. Housing in Pocatello is 

seeing a 30-35% increase. Why are values not equal in the neighborhood?  

9:24 AM Benson reviewed previous values and now they are on the same land schedule. All parcels are 

within $1,000 of each other depending on lot sizes. The difference is based on the size difference.  

9:25 AM Tovey said the parcels to the east are not in the same subdivision. The values were reviewed.  

9:28 AM House values were looked at. An increase of 24% from last year on the improvement is a total 

of $482,455. Hough moved on parcel RPRRCV1000500 to adjust the value to $482,455 with reduction 

off improvement. The motion passed. Appeal rights were reviewed. 

 

Christine & Tracy Casselman - RPRRCV1000400 

9:30 AM Casselman reviewed she is appealing similar things as Hays. The land increased 50%, and the 

residence went up 36%. The total increase is 59%.  

9:31 AM Tovey gave a 24% increase to a value of $499,011. Tovey moved on parcel RPRRCV1000400 

to adjust the value to $499,011 with reduction off the improvements. The motion passed. Appeal rights 

were reviewed. 

 

Richard Emerson - RPRPTC2001000 

9:33 AM Appellant did not show. A closing sheet was included in the packet from 2020. A time 

adjustment would be $341,000. Appellant’s opinion is $350,000. Online resources were reviewed. 

Hough moved on parcel RPRPTC2001000 to uphold the assessed value. The motion passed. 

 

10:00 AM Moser opened the hearing.  Allen swore in those testifying. Moser read the process and rules. 

 

Robert Ballard - RPR4013045200 

10:03 AM Ballard purchased the property 20 years ago, and traded an old car. There are slopes with 45-

60 degrees. The adjoining parcels assessments were reviewed. The property is deer habitat. 

10:05 AM Benson reviewed the parcel. The nearby parcels should be similar unless they are BLM or 

have an ag exemption or are contiguous property. 

10:06 AM Tovey pointed out there is no access to the property. A nominal value is typical. There is no 

building right. Appellant has never set foot on the property. Tovey moved for parcel RPR4013045200 to 

adjust the value to $10,000. The motion passed. Appeal rights were reviewed.  

 

Dean Cowley - RPRPWPO033200 

10:09 AM Cowley shared he moved in 1989 and the roof needs replaced. The carpet is wore out. There 

is no central air conditioning, no bathroom on the main floor and has not had any improvements for 

many years.  

10:11 AM Benson reviewed speaking with appellant’s daughter and the home details were reviewed. A 

patio was removed and adjustments were made to the condition which reduced the value to $390,137. 

The home details were reviewed.  

10:13 AM Discussion ensued on the home condition, roof, and shop. Hough moved on parcel 

RPRPWPO033200 to adjust the value to $375,137 to compensate for the condition of the property with 

the reduction off the improvement. The motion passed. Appeal rights were reviewed. 
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Suzanne Grinnell - RPRPBL5001200 

Benson reported an adjusted value of $470,357. Tovey moved for parcel RPRPBL5001200 to accept the 

Assessor’s adjusted value. The motion passed. 10:27 AM Grinnell appeared and the Board reviewed the 

decision. Benson reviewed a correction was made to the home. 

 

Steve Riley - RPR3803040302 

10:18 AM Riley reviewed an increased assessment.  

10:19 AM Benson reviewed working with the appellant over the years to help keep it equitable 

regarding living space. The home has over 4,000 square feet. They have considered the area lived in and 

have the rest as storage space. 

10:21 AM Discussion ensued on appraiser contact.  

10:22 AM Tovey questioned how to look at the structure for living space versus storage space. The land 

increased $35,000. Tovey reviewed whether this property would be in someone’s radar looking for a 

home. Moser moved for parcel RPR3803040302 to adjust the improvements back to last year’s value 

for a total of $398,718. The motion passed. Appeal rights were reviewed. 

 

10:59 AM Moser opened the hearing.  Allen swore in those testifying. Moser read the process and rules. 

 

Ron and Bonnie Price - RPRPHL2001000 

11:01 AM Price reviewed there are things that need done, such as a new roof, new carpet, siding issues, 

and cement work. There are people in the area on fixed incomes. The increase is a big deal. 

11:03 AM Benson reviewed the home details, comparables and price per square foot. The subject is 

within the comparable sales.  

11:06 AM The comparable process was explained to appellants.  

11:07 AM The land value is equitable for the area. The homes in the neighborhood are sold quickly with 

bidding wars. Hough reviewed $479,000 is the average from online sources. Without a bid on the roof 

or pictures, he doesn’t see a cause for change. Tovey moved on parcel RPRPHL2001000 to uphold the 

assessed value. The motion passed. Appeal rights were reviewed. 

 

David Potter - RPR4225011000 

11:10 AM Potter reviewed this is an early 1900 railroad section house. There are no footers on the 

concrete. One side is under ground. The old wiring is knob and tube. The electrical service needs 

updated. The back porch needs updated. The house has settled. Potter appealed three years ago and 

nothing has changed. Discussion ensued on carports. Benson reported they do have a nominal value, 

such as $800.  

11:12 AM Benson tried to stick to Downey, Inkom, and the McCammon areas for comparables. It was 

difficult to find an 800 square foot home like the subject. Comparable sales were reviewed. Price per 

square foot for the subject and comparables were reviewed and the parcel falls within the bracket.  

11:15 AM Tovey explained land values are there. Tovey moved to keep the land value and adjust the 

improvement value back to last year’s, $101,356. The motion passed. Appeal rights were reviewed. 

 

Matt & Jamie Kerbs - RPRPJR1000500 

11:16 AM Kerbs reviewed he is aware of laws and the market. He reviewed finished square foot. There 

is one bedroom. There have been two appraisals since moving in in Dec 2019, and a refinance in 

January 2021. They were within .5% of each other. Looking online, there are a few comparables. The 

land was bought for $88,000. The assessment doesn’t follow the trajectory of the market. 

11:20 AM Benson reviewed the home details and neighboring lot values. Comparables were reviewed. 

Subject within time adjusted sales prices were reviewed.  

11:23 AM Appellant stated that a one-bedroom finish is going to limit the market for this home.  

11:23 AM Tovey questioned basement finish and the intent to finish basement when building. A time 

adjustment on the appraisal and last year’s value; and online resources were looked at. Discussion 
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ensued on land values. Tovey moved on parcel RPRPJR1000500 to adjust the land for a total of 

$640,000 with adjustment on the land. The motion passed. Appeal rights were reviewed.  

 

Dwayne Sudweeks - RPRRSTR000200 

11:30 AM The appellant did not appear. Benson reviewed an adjustment was made to $579,774. Hough 

moved to accept the Assessor’s recommendation. The motion passed. 

 

Daren Sudweeks - RPR4013052700 

11:31 AM The appellant did not show. Adjustments were made in prior years. Tovey moved for parcel 

RPRRSTR000200 to uphold the assessed value. The motion passed. Tovey moved to disregard prior the 

prior motion and uphold the assessed value on parcel RPR4013052700. The motion passed. 

 

Kathryn Silver - RPRPGRA004400 

11:32 AM Benson reviewed the value at $314,474. Tovey moved for parcel RPRPGRA004400 to 

uphold the assessed value. The motion passed.  

 

11:30 AM Tovey moved to exit out of the BOE. The motion passed. 

  

12:58 PM Moser opened the hearing.  Tovey moved to reconvene as the Board of Equalization. The 

motion passed. Allen swore in those testifying. Moser read the process and rules. 

 

Greg Cates - RPRPCT4003100 

1:01 PM Cates met with the Assessor. He reviewed his initial request was a 10% reduction to $394,546. 

There were errors in the property details. The condition of home is below average. A roof replacement 

would be required in order to sell, with an estimate of $15,000. The Assessor adjusted the value to 

$433,084. He supplied comparables to the Assessor. Comparables were reviewed with price per square 

foot. Appellant’s opinion of value is $405,000. 

1:04 PM Gunn looked at appellant’s comparables. One was not in the database, one was a 2022 sale and 

the other two comparables price per square foot were reviewed. Subject property was reviewed against 

comparables.  

1:06 PM Tovey questioned the roof slope and roof. The quote is probably too low for the work that will 

be required. A cost to cure would likely be $20-$25,000. Discussion ensued on land value. Tovey 

moved on parcel RPRPCT4003100 to accept the appellant’s opinion of value at $405,000 with 

reduction off improvement. The motion passed. Appeal rights were reviewed. 

 

Russell Meyers - RPRPJCE000100 

1:10 PM Meyers reviewed there is a 61% increase in value. He spoke with an appraiser and identified 

comparables which were reviewed. Appellant suggested a value of $525,000. He identified some 

inequitable land values in the neighborhood.  

1:13 PM Gunn reviewed the home details, and time adjustments on sales. 

1:15 PM Question arose on square footage difference.  

1:17 PM The property is on city utilities. Tovey reviewed lot prices. Hough reviewed the average of 

online resources at $572,400 and shows it below the assessed value. Hough moved for parcel 

RPRPJCE000100 to adjust the value to $560,000 with reduction off improvements. The motion passed. 

Appeal rights were reviewed.  

 

Joseph & Brandy Ackerschott - RPRPHD3001500 

1:22 PM Appellants reviewed they bought the home 15 months ago and have an appraisal. Tovey 

recused himself. The appraisal is $335,000 from March 2021.  

1:24 PM Gunn reviewed the home details, comparables and price per square foot.  
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1:26 PM The basement finish was discussed. Hough reviewed a time adjustment on the appraisal would 

be $388,600, which is in line with online resources. Hough moved for parcel RPRPHD3001500 to 

adjust the value to $388,600 with reduction off improvements. The motion passed. Appeal rights were 

reviewed.  

 

ADG Trust - RPRPMCP000500 

1:27 PM Albert Gius appeared. The home does not have any improvements. It has old fashioned 

counters and cabinets in bathroom. The parking lot is deteriorating in the townhome lot. The complex is 

going downhill. The fence is a mess. He might be able to sell for $125,000.  

1:31 PM Gunn reviewed the property details, and there are no upgrades listed for the 1985 home. 

1:31 PM Tovey questioned land values since some changes were made to others. Tovey moved for 

parcel RPRPMCP000500 to adjust the land to last year’s value and hold the improvements. The motion 

passed. Appeal rights were reviewed.  

 

Harry Morse - RPRPCPP126903 

1:37 PM Appellant did not show. Gunn reported an adjustment was made to the improvements to 

$287,922 for total of $335,173. Hough moved on parcel RPRPCPP126903 to accept the Assessor’s 

adjusted value. The motion passed. 

 

1:39 PM Moser opened the hearing.   

 

Tamara Code - RPRPPOC117900 

1:39 PM A value of $319,770 is recommended. Tovey moved for parcel RPRPPOC117900 to accept the 

Assessor recommended value. The motion passed. 

 

Fawn Potter - RPR4227016303 

1:41 PM Gunn reported an adjustment to $68,728 for the land, $140,940 for the improvements, for a 

total of $209,668. Hough moved on parcel RPR4227016303 to accept the Assessor’s adjusted value. 

The motion passed. 

 

Jamshid Roomiany - RPRPCLT001400 

1:43 PM Tovey moved on parcel RPRPCLT001400 to accept the Assessor’s recommendation of value. 

The motion passed. 

 

Diane Hall - RPRPFRZ002500 

1:43 PM Tovey moved on parcel RPRPFRZ002500 to accept the Assessor’s recommendation of value. 

The motion passed. 

 

1:54 PM Allen swore in Matt Virgil. ON Semiconductors will have adjustments and the value will be 

ready today.  

 

1:56 PM Summers has filed for a forestry exemption. Some adjustments were made. Tovey reviewed he 

doesn’t have a lease, option to purchase or market to take it to. Tovey doesn’t feel it appropriate, 

morally or ethically, to grant the requested exemptions. Discussion ensued on plans, having no intention 

to plant, and marketable species.  

Tovey moved for parcels RPR3851021700, RPR3851021800, RPR3851021607, RPRRBKS003300, 

RPRRBKS001900, RPRRBKS002000 and RPRRBKS0021011700 to accept and uphold the Assessor’s 

opinion of value. The motion passed. 

 

1:58 PM Tovey moved to accept Exhibit B of BOE corrections from the Assessor’s office dated 

7/11/22. 
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Parcel numbers and final values included: 

RPRPBRG002500 $335,140   RPRRWH4001000 $1,431,648  

RPRPVDA001200 $392,931   RPR4261002776 $7,855  

RPR4225004113 $292,806   RPRCVPS003000 $433,257  

RPRCPRR000100 $4,714,999   RPRCBR4002200 $516,214  

RPRRTMR000200 $28,880   RPRMCPM000053 $630,359  

RPRRTMR000300 $25,120   RPRPWR2000200 $553,105  

RPRRTMR000100 $24,730   RPRPSW2012900 $515,352  

RPRPGSL000600 $145,712   RPRPSW2012102 $7,536  

RPRRTM2007300 $24,730   RPRDDOW003900 $79,497  

RPRRTM2007400 $309,821   RPRPKYS001800 $150,793  

RPRCMIN000400 $160,866   RPRPCC2002300 $352,354  

RPRPPR6001300 $494,383   RPRPFW3004800 $407,606  

RPRPCPP090803 $25,283   RPRPIDT002201 $580,662  

RPRIRM1003700 $344,244   RPRPIDT002202 $387,024  

RPRPGF5003900 $617,625   RPRPIDT002203 $224,881  

RPRCMI2000500 $359,771   RPRPIDT002204 $595,481  

RPRRTMR008800 $25,500   RPRPCT4002402 $581,803  

RPRCPRT001900 $216,210   RPRPCC2001502 $374,040  

RPRPPOC370000 $182,440   RPRCCA2001402 $8,414  

RPRPPOC262900 $115,560   RPRCESP001300 $334,802  

RPRRTMR005800 $200,730   RPR3803035402 $123,648  

RPRRTMR005300 $24,730   RPRRTMR002200 $218,428  

RPRCBN2000500 $466,542   RPRRTMR002100 $34,400  

RPRRMCA000400 $473,434   RPRPMCD001403 $463,010  

RPRCBR6000900 $393,000   RPRPBL5001200 $470,357  

RPRPMMD000600 $330,618   RPRPHL4000800 $500,506  

RPRPNKT000800 $12,000   RPRPBDS001700 $590,569  

RPR3849006700 $244,158   RPRPFW5004800 $263,650  

RPR3849007104 $73,008   RPRPHIV001500 $253,392  

RPR4013020402 $98,913   RPRPIN3003100 $375,600  

RPRRSRV001102 $4,514   RPRPPOC322100 $163,887  

RPRPIR1000500 $527,922   RPRPHL1002000 $439,717  

RPRPCYP006600 $174,840   RPR4057029503 $420,861  

RPR3803000304 $0   RPRCPAA017000 $268,108  

RPRPCPP110115 $451,729   RPRPMR2000800 $292,797  

RPRCHLE001301 $456,119   RPRPCLT001400 $297,280  

RPRRSAN000301 $497,889   RPRPFRH000900 $322,407  

RPRPPOC435401 $186,970   RPRPHLS005500 $231,969  

RPR4261002747 $264,554   RPRPMVA004300 $252,783  

RPRPCRS000800 $556,355   RPRPFS1000100 $96,000  
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RPRPINH001400 $219,732   RPRCESP001300 $334,802  

RPR3853030702 $392,526   RPRPGRG000800 $382,032  

RPRPGRF000500 $286,524   RPRPCLT002000 $315,422  

RPRPPOC205800 $120,096   RPRPCPP126903 $335,173  

RPRPCPP046612 $1,213,306   RPRRLR4005800 $233,472  

RPRPCPP048605 $1,201,159   RPR4227016303 $209,668  

RPR4015018803 $384,375   RPRPFRV018900 $195,950  

  
 RPRPPOC005105 $504,321  

 

 

2:59 PM Moser opened the hearing.  Allen swore in those testifying. Moser read the process and rules. 

 

DeWayne & Patricia Warnock - RPRPTH1001800 

3:01 PM Warnock reviewed he requested comparables from a realtor who found only one comparable 

sale in December. The lot value increased almost 100%.  

3:04 PM Gunn recommended adjusting the land to $82,250 to make it equitable with neighbors. The 

property details were reviewed. 

3:06 PM The percentage increase on improvements was looked at as it jumped $91,000. Hough reported 

online resources show a value higher than the assessed value. Hough moved on parcel 

RPRPTH1001800 to adjust the value to $475,288 with adjustment off the land. The motion passed. 

Appeal rights were reviewed. 

 

John Connaughton - RPRPHLS009501 

3:09 PM Connaughton reported his assessment jumped inequitably. The land went up 55%, the 

improvements increased 39%, for a total 43% increase. He has spoken to realtors who relayed that 

values are up 25%. The Assessor refused to give comparable sales and stated the property was indexed. 

Neighbors only went up 34-35%. Looking at lot sales, they were $45,000-$55,000. The home is cheap 

construction. It was retrofitted to gas and there is exposed duct work and piping in basement, and there 

is damaged siding. Comparables were reviewed.  

3:12 PM Gunn reviewed appellant’s comparables and price per square foot, which show the subject in 

line with the market. The property details were reviewed, assessor comparables and price per square 

foot. Out of seven comparables, six are higher per square foot than the subject property. 

3:14 PM Tovey explained this property has been at BOE every year. The market is currently not caring 

about cosmetic issues. The land value is within reason. Hough viewed online resources with an average 

value of $310,000, which is above the assessed value. Assuming a 25% increase each year would be a 

value of $330,000. Tovey moved on parcel RPRPHLS009501 to uphold the assessed value. The motion 

passed. Appeal rights were reviewed.  

 

Travis & Deana Holt - RPR4057029503 

3:17 PM The appellant did not show. Hymas reported an adjustment to the land at $76,342, the 

improvements at $344,519, for a total of $420,861. Hough moved for parcel RPR4057029503 to accept 

the Assessor’s recommended value of $420,861. The motion passed. 

 

3:43 PM Moser opened the hearing.  Allen swore in those testifying. Moser read the process and rules. 

 

Mark Mitchell - RPRCPBS000600 

3:45 PM Mitchell reviewed this is an empty lot with no power or water and is used for parking flat bed 

trailers. There’s a low hanging power line across the property. There is a 20 by 20 easement for 

Chubbuck that is fenced off.  
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3:47 PM Gunn reviewed the complaint and pulled the plat, but it appears to be buildable. The value is a 

site value for all lots on the street.  

3:49 PM Discussion ensued on the power line and easement. Hough moved for parcel 

RPRCPBS000600 to return the land to last year’s value to $46,250. The motion passed. Appeal rights 

were reviewed.  

 

Clark & Patricia Silver - RPRPCH1000400 

4:02 PM The appellant did not show. Tovey moved for parcel RPRPCH1000400 to uphold the assessed 

value. The motion passed. 

 

Harold & Becky Thorne - RPRPFW4005300 

4:02 PM The appellants did not show. Tovey moved for parcel RPRPFW4005300 to adjust the land to 

$82,000 and keep the improvements as assessed. The motion passed. 

 

Administrative Reviews 

 

8:41 AM Allen swore in Gunn. 

 

Fabian Fernandez - RPRPHVS001500 

8:42 AM The packet was reviewed. Hough moved on parcel RPRPHVS001500 to uphold the assessed 

value. The motion passed. 

 

Jan Nelson - RPRPCPP083102 

8:44 AM The packet was reviewed. Tovey moved on parcel RPRPCPP083102 to uphold the assessed 

value. The motion passed. 

 

Rocky Benedetti - RPRPPFV003200 

8:46 AM The packet was reviewed. Tovey moved on parcel RPRPPFV003200 to uphold the assessed 

value. The motion passed. 

 

Joshua Pooley - RPRPMVA002204 

8:47 AM The packet was reviewed. Hough moved on parcel RPRPMVA002204, due to lack of 

preponderance of evidence, to uphold the assessed value. The motion passed. 

 

Shane Lyon - RPRRTMR007700 

8:47 AM The packet was reviewed. Hough moved on parcel RPRRTMR007700, due to lack of 

preponderance of evidence, to uphold the assessed value. The motion passed. 

 

Kurt Hath/Home Buyers 208 LLC - RPR3853013600 

8:48 AM The packet was reviewed. Hough moved on parcel RPR3853013600, due to lack of 

preponderance of evidence, to uphold the assessed value. The motion passed. 

 

Errol Ormond - RPRBSS001200 and RPRPTLA001000 

8:48 AM The properties were viewed online. For the home parcel, Hough moved on RPRPTLA001000, 

due to lack of preponderance of evidence, to uphold the assessed value. The motion passed. The 

assessment notices were not attached as required and one parcel number is likely incorrect. For the lot, 

Tovey moved on parcel RPRPTLA000800 uphold the assessed value. The motion passed.  

 

Ann Cheirrett - RPRPCYP006500 

8:54 AM The packet was reviewed. Hough moved on parcel RPRPCYP006500, to uphold the assessed 

value due to lack of preponderance of evidence. The motion passed. 
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Norman Haugard - RPRCPAA010800 

8:57 AM The packet was reviewed. Hough moved on parcel RPRCPAA010800 to uphold the assessed 

value due to lack of evidence. The motion passed. 

 

K3 Pocatello LLC - RPRPTCP000801 

9:36 AM The packet was reviewed and the property is a hotel. Hymas reported an adjustment to 

$8,168,815. The appellant’s opinion of value is $7,310,000. Income approach would be considered if 

appellant will submit documentation. Hough moved on parcel RPRPTCP000801 to accept the 

Assessor’s adjusted value of $8,168,815. The motion passed. 

 

Ashley Graham La Vallee - RPRCMTD000300 

9:40 AM The packet was reviewed. Tovey moved on parcel RPRCMTD000300 to uphold the assessed 

value. The motion passed. 

 

Matthew Fullmer - RPRCVIV001600 

9:43 AM The packet was reviewed. BOE appeals were filed in 2019 and 2020. Tovey moved on parcel 

RPRCVIV001600 to uphold the assessed value. The motion passed. 

 

Andy Thomas - RPRPHLV001400 

9:44 AM The packet was reviewed. Hough moved on parcel RPRPHLV001400 to uphold the assessed 

value. The motion passed. 

 

Mark Ursenbach - RPRPSW2006400 

9:45 AM The packet was reviewed. Tovey moved on parcel RPRPSW2006400 to uphold the assessed 

value. The motion passed. 

 

Curtis Thompson - RPRPBDS002600 

9:46 AM The packet was reviewed. Tovey exited. Hough moved, due to lack of evidence, to uphold the 

assessed value for parcel RPRPBDS002600. The motion passed. 

 

Lori Wallis - RPRPCDS000100 

9:47 AM The packet was reviewed. The land increase was reviewed. Tovey reentered. The parcel was 

viewed online. There are city utilities. Hough moved for parcel RPRPCDS000100 to adjust the land to 

$93,000. The motion passed. 

 

Crystal Hillman - RPRPING002100 

9:51 AM The packet was reviewed. Hough moved for parcel RPRPING002100 to uphold the assessed 

value. The motion passed. 

 

Levi Lish - RPRRLV1002200 

9:52 AM The packet was reviewed. The land value doubled. Improvements were added to the property 

detail. Tovey moved on parcel RPRRLV1002200 to uphold the assessed value. The motion passed. 

 

Robert Boyd - RPRPHM2001202 

9:53 AM The packet was reviewed. It was noted there were BOE adjustments in 2019 and 2021. Hough 

moved for parcel RPRPHM2001202 to uphold the assessed value. The motion passed. 

 

Michael Simmons - RPRPIN3003100 

10:33 AM The packet was reviewed. An appraisal was listed for $376,000. Hymas reported the value 

was adjusted to $375,600. Hough moved for parcel RPRPIN3003100 to accept the Assessor’s adjusted 

value of $375,600. The motion passed. 
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Barbara & Gary Carlson - RPRCCPC029200 

10:35 AM The packet was reviewed. The ag statute was reviewed. Hough moved for parcel 

RPRCCPC029200 to uphold the assessed value. The motion passed. 

 

Jeffrey Carter - RPRPRCT014000 

10:39 AM The packet was reviewed. Tovey moved for parcel RPRPRCT014000 to uphold the assessed 

value. The motion passed. 

 

Leslie McGovern - RPRPHL1001200 

10:40 AM The packet was reviewed. Tovey moved on parcel RPRPHL1001200 to uphold the assessed 

value. The motion passed. 

 

Mark Bitton - RPRPBWA000400, RPRPMVA006003 and RPRPCPP072902 

Mark Bitton for Heather and Jonathan Johnson - RPRPPOC054400 and RPRPRCT005200   

Mark Bitton for Syringa Partners LLC - RPRPSYR000100 and RPRPSYR000200  

10:42 AM The packet was reviewed. Tovey moved that all properties submitted by Mark Bitton be 

upheld. The motion passed. 

  

3:41 PM ON Semiconductor Components – Hymas reported the categories are changing and the net 

taxable amount. For parcel PPPP001178800 for personal property, category 68 will be changed to 

category 63, changing the net taxable value to $14,048,408. For parcel RPRPCPP110700, the category 

will be changed to 43 for a net taxable value of $15,114,475. Tovey moved for the parcels dealing with 

ON Semiconductor to accept the Assessor’s values as presented. The motion passed. 

 

4:04 PM Tovey moved to close the Board of Equalization. The motion passed. Tovey moved to exit the 

Board of Equalization. The motion passed. 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oLlS56C1yY8 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rzJnDdyMAK0 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bRbplUU-WN0 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kAqizc6MEmc 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5OMk5AkBRes 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YGJFwErLuKs 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lNSNfwWbk9A 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e_kMIAAGGVc 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1Qb2QgFQayk 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zBG-N2dohY0 
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